Paper Folding

Work with a partner. Take turns being the skeptic or the convincer. When you are the convincer your job is to be convincing! Give reasons for all of your statements. Skeptics must be skeptical! Don’t be easily convinced. Require reasons and justifications that make sense to you.

For each of the problems below one person should make the shape and then be convincing. Your partner is the skeptic. When you move to the next question switch roles.

Start with a square sheet of paper and make folds to construct a new shape. Explain how you know the shape you constructed has the specified area.

☐ 1. Construct a square with exactly ¼ the area of the original square. Convince yourself and then your partner that it is a square and has ¼ of the area.

☐ 2. Construct a triangle with exactly ¼ the area of the original square. Convince yourself and then your partner that it has ¼ of the area.

☐ 3. Construct another triangle, also with ¼ the area, that is not congruent to the first one you constructed. Convince yourself and then your partner that it has ¼ of the area.

☐ 4. Construct a square with exactly ½ the area of the original square. Convince yourself and then your partner that it is a square and has ½ of the area.

☐ 5. Construct another square, also with ½ the area, that is oriented differently from the one you constructed in #4. Convince yourself and then your partner that it has ½ of the area.